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Who can be interested in data collection & more?
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Linguists        Phoneticians        Psychologists    

Teachers     Archivists    Psycholinguists   

(Speech) Therapists      Sociologists   Students     

Historians  (Language) Documenters      Lawyers  

Speech Technology Specialists        

 …………………          …………………      ..………………       

?



Diversity: challenge & chance
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It is precisely in the challenge of this divergence between 

disciplines that one might expect to arrive at a more 

significant reward 

– that the contributions of each might ultimately be greater 

than the sum of their parts. 
Cox, Ch. (2011). Corpus linguistics and language documentation: challenges for collaboration. 

Language and Computers-Studies in Practical Linguistics, 73(1), 239. 



Tasks: First glance

Collect

Data 

Texts, audio/video 
recordings, “dark data”

Metadata

“Data about data”, 
additional information 
about the materials, 
speakers, environment...

Manage

Technology

● Hardware and 
software tools, data 
management 
solutions (file 
collections, relational 
databases, SQL)

● Backup copies
● Sharing options

Analyse

Description

annotation, transcription => 
interpretation

Processing

Data & metadata processing

Exploration

Information extraction, data 
mining
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Workshop survey

Survey link: 
https://goo.gl/forms/X2gh1Zvg
SErr43VV2 
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https://goo.gl/forms/X2gh1ZvgSErr43VV2
https://goo.gl/forms/X2gh1ZvgSErr43VV2
https://goo.gl/forms/X2gh1ZvgSErr43VV2
https://goo.gl/forms/X2gh1ZvgSErr43VV2


Workshop survey: not only the target data 
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Bowern, C. (2008). Linguistic Fieldwork. A Practical Guide, page 48.

http://www.palgrave.com/us/book/9780230545373
http://www.palgrave.com/us/book/9780230545373


Steps in collecting data
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File formats, properties of the speech 
signals - data size, quality, minimal 
requirements (e.g. chapter 2 here).

Recording equipment, data 
management & storage devices, 
working checklists.

Data verification, processing (e.g., 
degrading multimedia formats for the 
purposes of online collaboration), 
formats adjustments...

Presentation, analysis, sharing...

Data standards Collection

Verification Analysis

http://qisar.fssr.uns.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Qisar-Claire-Bowern-Linguistic-Fieldwork-A-Practical-Guide.pdf


Steps in collecting metadata
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What kind of metadata is needed? A 
list of questions based on standards 
e.g., Dublin core.

Acquisition & (preferably!) digital 
storage of answers, e.g. an electronic 
survey form.

Metadata verification, processing, 
formats adjustments... Presentation, analysis, sharing...

Metadata standards Collection

Verification Analysis

http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/#terms-ISO3166


Multi-tasking, mutual dependencies & re-usability
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Metadata - Exercise
Let's suppose that we wish to collect 
recordings of old songs. 

What kind of information would we wish to 
preserve - besides the recordings 
themselves?

One of the earliest music recordings here: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/Kham_
Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg (read more)
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg


Metadata - Exercise
One of the earliest music recordings. 

Here: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8
6/Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg 

What would we like to know about the 
recording? Where is the metadata? 

Read more
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kham_Hom_-_Sweet_Words.ogg


Metadata - Exercise
● title of the song
● performer/singer (name and maybe more data - in a separate subset)
● date of recording
● length/duration (seconds)
● when was it recorded?
● where was it recorded?
● category (e.g., religious, wedding)
● original key
● language/dialect/whatever
● ... ???
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Note: Details for some of these metadata fields may be 
unavailable for each of the items included in the collection...



Metadata & re-usability
● An efficient metadata system may bring about more 

re-usability, also for the users from new other areas of 
interest, e.g. recordings made for phonetic studies may 
serve as useful resource for psycholinguists, sociologists, 
speech therapists, speech technology…;

● Proper description & documentation -> better usefulness; 
● Sharing data vs. commercial uses -> awarness of legal 

issues is needed.
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Data acquisition
Scenarios, issues 

& example solutions

● What are the possible approaches 
to collecting data?

● What are the crucial notions, 
problems/issues?

● Is it always straightforward to 
collect the data strictly 
corresponding to our needs?

● Can we be sure what’s in the data?
● Should we be afraid of “dark data”?
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From raw data to a corpus
Raw data

Data collected randomly or without any 
strictly defined planning, not ordered. 

The same set of raw data can 
potentially serve as a source collection 
for various types of analyses conducted 
by researchers specializing in a wide 
range of fields.
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Corpus

A (usually structured) set of data which 
have been collected on purpose of 
studying certain phenomena occurring 
in the domain of interest. A linguistic 
corpus may be dedicated to enable 
studies of  language in general, dialect 
or other 'sub-language'.



What do we 
actually learn 
based on 
corpus data?

● How general can our 
conclusions be when derived 
from a certain type of data?

● We should always be aware that 
the choice of our data, the way 
we approach them can 
significantly influence the results 
obtained.
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?



Legal issues in data acquisition

In most countries it is illegal to collect data without the consent of the 
copyright owner(s); e.g. speech recordings, even with respect to own own 
conversations with third parties. 
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The Observer’s Paradox
The aim of linguistic research in the community 
must be to find out how people talk when they 
are not being systematically observed; yet we can 
only obtain this data by systematic observation.

W. Labov

Example: how to study human communication?
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https://farlane.files.wordpress.com/2007/09/observer-and-theobserved.jpg 

https://farlane.files.wordpress.com/2007/09/observer-and-theobserved.jpg
https://farlane.files.wordpress.com/2007/09/observer-and-theobserved.jpg


Controlled
● Read speech

○ isolated utterances
○ word-lists
○ continuous texts

● Elicited dictation
○ e.g. speech (re)produced 

based on stimuli presented 
to speakers immediately 
before recording

● Often collected in studio
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● Conversational speech, 
dialogues

● Narratives, story-telling
● Can be obtained in real-life 

situations, during fieldwork or 
pre-arranged conditions, also in a 
recording studio

(Semi)spontaneous



● Studio recordings 
vs. fieldwork

● High quality vs. 
spontaneous, 
“natural” character
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Quality



Scenarios example: emotion portrayals
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How to investigate emotions in speech?

● Polish Paralingua corpus -> Emotion 
portrayals, por. GEMEP Geneva corpus 
(Scherer et al.)

● Lexically neutral utterances produced 
with varying emotional load

● Basic emotions characterized by 
varying valence & activation



Scenarios example: authentic motherese
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What are the specific features of 
speech directed to infants in 
comparison with adult directed 
speech?
● Mothers talking to their 

babies (below 1 year-old)
● Home recording conditions, 

during everyday activities, 
feeding the infants, dressing 
up, playing with them, etc…

● Subsequently: studio 
recordings, but….!



Scenarios example: task-oriented dialogues 
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A compromise? Borderland (http://borderland.amu.edu.pl/ ) a corpus 
of Polish & German speech:

● cooperative / competitive dialogues: let’s 
built an imaginative tower!

● let’s decide about a gift for a person 
(based on varying input info)!

● The focus of the speaker is on the task 
rather than being recorded, at least 
that’s what is intended -> let the 
participants forget about the artificial 
conditions...

http://borderland.amu.edu.pl/


Another perspective - language archives
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● A specific type of data collections.
● Unlike language corpora it is often characterized by highly diversified and 

not always well-balanced contents. The reason for this is that the contents 
frequently depends on availability. 

● For example, in case of a repository for endangered languages, the size and 
complexity of the collections will be conditioned by the number of speakers, 
source texts available, as well as the cultural or social limitations -> some 
communities might be reluctant to share their heritage.



Language archives - www.inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl   
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http://www.inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl


Data 
management

Selected tools & approaches

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut 
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
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From file collections to relational databases
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Some general purpose tools available for data management purposes.

Some management options included in annotation & analysis tools: 

● file collection management,
● workspaces etc.

However: for large corpora & simultaneous usage by many people more robust 
tools are needed such as dedicated data & workflow management software + 
relational database solutions.  



From file collections to relational databases
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● Files
● Folders
● File or folder collections, 

calculation spreadsheets
● Relational databases



Client-server architectures: Collaboration support

SQL
/ˈɛs kjuː ˈɛl/ or/ˈsiːkwəl/, 

Structured Query Language
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Data analysis
Selected tools & approaches

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut 
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
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Annotation, transcription, time-alignment...
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Annotation, transcription, time-alignment
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Annotation, transcription, time-alignment

34http://inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl/Frontend/Text/Details/115 

http://inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl/Frontend/Text/Details/115
http://inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl/Frontend/Text/Details/115


Annotation, transcription, time-alignment
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Multilayer annotation of speech, gesture & text
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Annotation Pro:
● Speech annotation
● Annotation mining
● Perception tests

www.annotationpro.org     

http://www.annotationpro.org
http://www.annotationpro.org
http://www.annotationpro.org


Multilayer annotation of speech, gesture & text
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ELAN https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/ image: Borderland project 

Image: Borderland project, M. Karpiński 

https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/


Multilayer annotation of speech, gesture & text
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TypeCraft annotation & text glossing tool https://typecraft.org/ 

https://typecraft.org/


Annotation data export, import & processing
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Approaching emotions & affective states
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Data mining: what can we find there?
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Picture: https://datumize.com/evolution-dark-data/ 

Picture: 
http://www.kdnuggets.com/2015/11/importance-dark-data-big-data-world.html 

https://datumize.com/evolution-dark-data/
http://www.kdnuggets.com/2015/11/importance-dark-data-big-data-world.html
http://www.kdnuggets.com/2015/11/importance-dark-data-big-data-world.html


Data mining: what can we find there?
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● Discover relationships, 
dependencies, 
patterns, rules

● In order to do that we 
often need to combine 
multiple types of 
information within one 
workspace



Data formats & tools 

● International standards for metadata formats: IMDI, Dublin 
Core, OLAC

● Best practices for file formats, e.g., XML-based
● It is always worthwhile to check to import/export option of 

tools we plan to utilize: the more the better
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interoperability



Summary
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● Data & metadata collection, management & analysis are 
subsequent steps in the process of dealing with resources 
but only to a certain extent.

● The three steps are mutually related, and sometimes they 
overlap and need to be re-defined depending on a 
particular application.

● According to the contemporary best practices for digital 
humanities, data collections need to be re-usable, and 
should be stored with the use of data formats enabling 
interoperability.



MA Studies @ AMU Poznań: www.elldo.amu.edu.pl    
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http://www.elldo.amu.edu.pl


www.languagesindanger.eu 
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http://www.languagesindanger.eu
http://www.languagesindanger.eu


Thank you!
Katarzyna Klessa

E-mail: klessa@amu.edu.pl 

More about me:

www.katarzyna.klessa.pl 
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